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Introduction  

  

The Electoral Violence Prediction Market (EVPM) is an online, interactive forecasting tool 

which allows experts and academics forecast risks of electoral violence around the world. EVPM 

employs a unique combination of quantitative and qualitative forecasting methods to help experts 

understand and prioritize risks for electoral violence.  The quantitative forecast uses a methodology 

which fits complex datasets and performs both classification and prediction tasks. The qualitative 

forecast is based on academic and expert inputs on the type and profile of electoral violence risks. 

Using an online interactive tool, we ask these forecasters to predict 1) the probability and lethality 

of electoral violence (defining lethality as 10 fatalities or more), 2) types of perpetrators, 3) types 

of incidents, and 4) phase of the electoral cycle. The combination of quantitative and qualitative 

analysis is then aggregated into a global summary report of country risk-levels, ranked from high 

to low risk. 

  

The country summary forecasts include three probability factors: 1) fatalities-based 

probability factor; 2) incident-based probability factors; and 3) an aggregated factor that is the 

combination of the first two.  The fatalities-based probability factor is the response to Question 1 

(the probability and lethality of electoral violence) in the prediction market. The incidents-based 

probability factor is the highest probability of the patterns of perpetration by State and Non-State 

Actors. The EVPM model calculates both factors by adding the incident-based and fatalities-based 

probabilities and finding the average, aggregate risk probability factor. The country risk level 

classification is pegged to the aggregated risk probability with 0 to 30 classified as low risk, 31 to 

69 as moderate risk, and 70 to 100 as high risk.  The aggregated factors can be seen as representing 

both the probability that incidents will occur and the relative lethality of these incidents.  

 

The narratives below represent elections classified as High Risk and Moderate Risk. Low-

Risk elections are not included in this document, but those forecasts are available in a companion 

document.  A color-coded map of the country/election risk classifications are shown for each risk 

classification.  Country risk classification may be comprised of different types of data, including 

1) fatalities-based; 2) incident-based; and 3) the aggregate of fatalities and incident-based data.  

However, such variances do not affect our confidence in the risk classifications.  
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Summary Risk Map 
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High-Risk Elections 

  

March 3, 2018  |Pakistan  |Senatorial      

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows its highest incidents-based risk probability of 48% for State Actors 

to engage with Non-State actors.  The prediction market shows a 91% fatalities-based probability 

with the highest being State Actors versus Non-State Actors. However, these elections are indirect 

with voting limited to members of assemblies and the national assembly.  As a result, the conflict 

dynamics of a direct election will not apply.  Expert comments point to terrorism, violent 

sectarian/communal divisions, and a history of electoral violence as contributing factors to the 

probability that electoral violence will occur.  

  

 

March 11, 2018    |Colombia    |Parliamentary  

 May 27, 2018   |Colombia    |Presidential First Round       

June 17, 2018   |Colombia    |Presidential Second Round June 17 

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows the highest incidents-based probability of violence from State 

Actors against Non-State Actors.  The prediction market shows an 83% fatalities-based 

probability.  The pattern of perpetration reflects the conflict dynamic of spoilers not included in 

the peace process disrupting the elections as well as those opposed to the peace process; and the 

responses by state security forces to counter these actions.  Each incident probability registered in 

the moderate range with Crimes against Humanity, Multiple Homicides, Shootings, Property 

Damage and Destruction, and Social Media Bullying at the highest probabilities suggesting that 

the lethality of tactics remain a clear threat.   The probabilities when incidents will occur are fairly 

evenly distributed in each phase of the electoral cycle.  Experts comment that violence may be 
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related to opposition for and frustration with the peace agreement with the FARC.  Also, insurgent 

groups not included in the peace agreement may act as electoral spoilers and employ violence.   

 

 

 

 

May 20, 2018   |Venezuela  |Presidential  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows the highest incidents-based probability of violence perpetrated by 

Non-State Actors to State Actors at 35%. The prediction market shows a fatalities-based 

probability of 79%. Shootings at 33% is the highest probability of incident following by all others 

in a lower moderate range.   

 

 

July 1, 2018   |Mexico  |Presidential, Senatorial  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows the highest, a 48% probability, of Non-State against Non-State 

Actors, followed by a consistent 26% probability of State against Non-State, and State against 

State actors. The prediction market shows a fatalities-based probability of 91%. Shootings and 

Multiple Homicides are at 100% the highest probability of incidents following by Intimidation at 

47%. These probabilities reflect a likely perpetration of narco-gangs in electoral violence and the 

responses by security forces to these attacks.  There was only one prediction market forecaster.  

Expert comments point to the level of homicides as a contributing factor for electoral violence.  
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July 29, 2018   |Mali   |Presidential and Municipal  

  

 
 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only.  The prediction market 

shows a fatalities-based probability of 81%.  There is a 53% probability of State Actors 

perpetrating violence against Non-State Actors as the highest category.  Intimidation was ranked 

the highest probability with all other incident categories in the moderate range.  The probability 

for violence to occur is highest in the Campaign Final Lap on Polling Day(s).  These probability 

factors seem to suggest the potential for electoral violence between the incumbent and opposition.   

Expert comments point to a history of electoral violence and the possibility of the conflict in the 

north spilling over to other areas during the election.  The security situation and a tight election 

calendar are problematic.  There is also political tension over a debate to revise the constitution.  

 

 

October 20, 2018  |Afghanistan |Parliamentary and District  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows 54% probability of State against Non-State Actors; and 23% 

incidents-based probability of Non-State Actors engaging in electoral violence against Non-State 

Actors. The probability of state versus state actors also stays at 23%. The prediction market shows 

an 88% fatalities-based probability with State Actors against Non-State Actors as the highest 

probability.  Likely perpetrators include armed groups disrupting the elections and security forces 

responses to such attacks.  Multiple Homicides is the highest probability of incident in the higher 

moderate range following by all others in a lower moderate range, pointing to the lethality of the 

attacks.  The Final Campaign Lap is forecast as the highest probability on when electoral violence 

will occur, with the other phases relatively even.  Expert comments identify large insurgent attacks 

by the Taliban, Haqqani Network, and ISIS as likely.  
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July 9, 2018   |South Sudan  |Presidential  

  

 
 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only.  The prediction market 

shows a fatalities-based probability of 81% with the highest probability of perpetration by State 

Actors against Non-State Actors as the legacy of the violence along political/ethnic lines will likely 

be a factor in the election.  Strategic Displacement and Violent Protests were highest probabilities, 

followed by Crimes against Humanity, all in the moderate range. These tactics are in keeping with 

those which have been experienced during the civil war.  And, violence was forecast as a fairly 

even probability for each phase of the electoral cycle.  Expert comments point out that the severity 

of the on-going conflict will certainly leave a legacy of violence to be experienced in an election.  

It was also observed that Salva Kir would never accept defeat.  

 

 

July 29, 2018   |Cambodia  |Parliamentary  

 

  
 

The quantitative forecast shows a 49% incidents-based probability of State Actors to engage in 

electoral violence against Non-State Actors but Non-State against State perpetration is slightly 

lower at 35%.  The prediction market shows a fatalities-based probability is 78% with State Actors 

against Non-State Actors as the highest probability.  Likely perpetrators would be ruling party 

elites and security forces against the opposition.   Intimidation is the highest probability at followed 

by more lethal incidents of Multiple Homicides, Shootings, and Violent Protests at about half of 

the probability of Intimidation.  Intimidation tactics are consistent with previous government 

behaviors against the opposition.  The Long Run Up is the phase where the highest probability 

when electoral violence will occur, reflecting early government crackdowns on the opposition, 

followed by the Campaign Final Lap.  Expert comments observe that the ruling party will not 

resort to overt violent tactics, but rather employ intimidation to suppress the opposition.  It was 

pointed out that this intimidation has already commenced.  It has effectively employed these tactics 

during its period in power.  
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September 2018  |Maldives  |Presidential  

 

 
 

The fatalities-based probability is at 73%. The probability of incidents is consistent at 33% for all 

types. Similarly, the quantitative forecast shows a consistent probability of 33% for State versus 

Non-State, Non-state actors versus non-state, and Stat versus state actors electoral violence.  Expert 

comments observe whether elections should be conducted at all under such a repressive regime.  

If so, these elections are likely to be violent.  

 

 

 

Moderate Risk Elections 
 

May 6, 2018   |Lebanon  |Parliamentary  

  

 
 

The prediction market shows a fatalities-based probability of 36%. The quantitative forecast shows 

a consistent 33% incidents-based probability rate between State versus Non-State, Non-State 

versus Non-State, and State versus State Actors at 33%. 

 

 

Delayed   |Gabon  |Parliamentary  
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These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only.  The prediction market 

shows a 61% fatalities-based probability with its highest probability of State versus Non-State 

Actors at 49% as likely perpetrators are security forces against opposition protesters.  Property 

Damage and Destruction at 35%, Violent Protest 32, and Intimidation at 28% are the three highest 

probabilities as opposition tactics, but all falling in the moderate range. Crimes against Humanity, 

Multiple Homicides, and Social Media Bullying, are all forecast as lower.  The Campaign Final 

Lap has the highest probability of when electoral violence will occur as political contests grow 

more intense, with the other four phases fairly evenly distributed, although post-election violence 

related to the election outcomes was the trigger in the last presidential vote.  Expert comments 

point to a tense political environment and the legacy of vote fraud from the last presidential election 

as increasing the vulnerabilities for violence.  While violence has not been high in past elections, 

it seems to be increasing.  Parliamentary elections are seen as less prone to violence than 

presidential elections. 

 

 

July 31, 2018  |Zimbabwe                    |Presidential, Parliamentary, Senatorial  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows a 47% probability of Non-State Actors against State Actors and 

45% incidents-based probability of State Actors employing violence against Non-State Actors. 

The prediction market shows a 44% fatalities-based probability with State versus Non-State as the 

highest probability.  These probabilities reflect the status quo of perpetration under the previous 

regime, and the new conflict dynamics associated with inter-party violence and intra-party violence 

both within the ruling party and opposition remain unclear.  Intimidation is the highest probability 

of incident type but more lethal incidents such as Multiple Homicides, Shootings, and Strategic 

Displacement are each slightly higher than the other incident types, all of which have been 

experienced in previous elections.  The forecast shows the highest probability of violence to occur 

is in the pre-election phase, within the Long Run-Up and Campaign Final Lap.  Expert comments 

points to the change in the political environment with Mugabe’s removal and the desire for the 

ZANU FP to improve its image as a potential mitigating factor.  Additionally, the opposition is 
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very weak and not a threat to the new administration.  Nevertheless, intimidation is anticipated and 

tactics could change with President Emmerson Mnangagwa’s perceived election prospects.  

 

 

September 2018  |Swaziland  |Parliamentary  

 

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows 40% probability of election violence. The patterns of 

perpetration among State and Non-State Actors remain consistent all at 33%. Similarly, the 

distribution of probabilities for each incident type stays consistent all at 20%. 

 

 

October 2018   |Cameroon  |Parliamentary, Senatorial, Local  

  

 
 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only.  The prediction market 

forecasts a fatalities-based probability of 56% with State Actors against Non-State as the highest 

probability, followed by State versus State and Non-State versus State Actors both lower and 

evenly split. Likely perpetrators would be security forces and ruling party elites engaged in 

electoral violence against the opposition, with opposition responses in protest.  Violent Protest, 

Intimidation, Shootings and Multiples Homicides are the highest probabilities.  The Campaign 

Final Lap has the highest probability for electoral violence, but not much higher than Phases 1, 3, 

and 5, suggesting a constancy of pressure by State Actors against Non-State.   Expert comments 

observe that the conflict in the Anglophone region is likely to emerge as electoral violence.  

Additionally, the issues of separatism and devolution are creating further divisions and 

vulnerabilities for violence.  Violence may be used by both sides to intimidate candidates and 

supporters.  And, resistance to the Biye regime may lead to violent protests.   
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October 2018   |Georgia  |Presidential  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows a 34% incidents-based as of the highest probability of State Actors 

against Non-State Actors.  The prediction market shows a 33% fatalities-based probability.  Social 

media bullying is the highest probability of incidents at 26%, followed by Intimidation at 25%. 

However, such tactics are not ruled out completely by political opponents.  And, there is an equal 

probability shown of violence occurring in each of the five electoral cycle phases indicating the 

constancy of the rivalries.  Expert comments point to the violence during 2016 parliamentary 

election where intimidation, physical assaults, shootings, and bombings were all experienced.  

 

 

April 2019   |Somaliland  |Parliamentary, Senatorial, Municipal  

 

 
 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only.  The prediction market 

shows a fatalities-based probability of 48%.  The patterns of perpetration among State and Non-

State Actors remain consistent all at 33%, as does the distribution of probabilities for each incident 

type.  Expert comments indicate that given the regional instabilities, electoral violence could be 

triggered as a result of these slipover effects.  Additionally, there have been clashes between the 

opposition Waddani Party and security forces.  

 

 

December 2018  |Ethiopia  |Local and Legislative   
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The quantitative forecast shows a probability of 34% as highest for State actors against Non-State 

actors; and, 33% incidents-based probability of electoral violence perpetrated by State Actors 

against Non-State. The Prediction market shows a 33% fatalities-based probability with the 

patterns of perpetration are evenly distributed among State and Non-State Actors.  These patterns 

of perpetration reflect the country’s current state of emergency seeking to quell violent protests 

against the government.  Shootings, Strategic Displacement, and Violent Protests are the highest 

probabilities.  The probability of when electoral violence will occur is slightly higher in the pre-

election phase, with the Long Run Up and the Campaign Final Lap as the political contests 

intensify.  The probability falls on Polling Days(s) but rises again in the post-election phases.  

Expert comments point to the history of electoral violence, particularly in 2005, and there has been 

a series of violent demonstrations over the past two years.  However, it was also suggested that the 

government was making some concessions in an effort to reduce tensions.  Nevertheless, it was 

observed that intimidation and harassment of candidates and their supporters could be experienced.  

And, sub-national elections may be less conflictive than national ones.  

 

 

November 2018  |Togo   |Parliamentary  

 

 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only. The prediction market 

shows a 60% fatalities-based probability with the highest probability for perpetration is by State 

versus Non-State Actors.  Shootings and Violent Protests were ranked the highest probabilities, 

but other types of incidents were in the low-risk range.  Such a forecast reflects the recent spate of 

violent protests by the opposition protests the fairness of elections.  The probability for violence 

to occur is highest in the pre-election phases, with the Long Run Up and the Campaign Final Lap, 

as the political contests intensify.  Expert comments point out there this past year has seen violent 

protests and repressive responses to protesters by the state.  Togo is polarized and these tensions 

will contribute to electoral violence.  
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November 2018  |Mauritania  |Parliamentary  

 

  
 

The prediction market forecasts a 40% fatalities-based probability. An expert comment is that there 

could be intimidation and harassment of candidates and their supporters.  

 

 

 

Low-Risk Elections 
 

December 10, 2018  |Libya  |Parliamentary     

 

 
 

These probabilities were derived from the qualitative assessment only. The expert opinion 

prediction market currently estimates 22% probability of electoral violence.  The highest 

probability of perpetration is by State Actors against Non-State Actors at 71%. Likely types of 

violence are Homicides and Shootings, with Violent Protests and Intimidation also probable.   

While incidents are forecast during the pre-election period, Polling Day violence is most likely and 

Post-Election Outcomes and Aftermath second most likely.  Violence on Polling Days would likely 

be perpetrated by armed militias seeking to disrupt the vote; while post-election violence would 

likely be connected to disputed election results and the resulting voter resistance.  Experts note the 

general instability and the lack of a recognized government, existing divisions in the country, the 

presence of militias and insurgents, and the availability of firearms as factors contributing to the 

probability that electoral violence will occur.   
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October 7, 2018  |Brazil   |Presidential First Round, Parliamentary  

October 28, 2018    |Brazil    |Presidential Second round  

  

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows the highest probability at 35% for Non-State to State Actors. The 

fatalities-based probability is at 27%. The probability of incidents is consistent at 38% in all types 

of incidents. 

 

 

April 11, 2018   |Azerbaijan  |Presidential  

  

 
 

The fatalities-based probability is at 30%. Violent protest is the highest probability of incidents at 

28%, while the probability for all other types of incidents stays consistent at 18%. The quantitative 

forecast shows the highest probability of 44% for State versus Non-State Actors electoral violence.   

 

 

June 27, 2018 |Indonesia |Regional  

 

 
 

The quantitative forecast shows both consistent probabilities of State Actors perpetrating violence 

against Non-State Actors; and Non-State Actors against State Actors, all at 33%. The prediction 

market shows a fatalities-based probability of 17%. These probabilities reflect a geographical 

diversity in patterns of perpetration among armed groups against the government in some regions, 
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violent protests by political supporters in others, and the security forces responses to these groups’ 

actions.  For Questions 2, 3 and 4, only one forecaster participated.  Expert comments point to 

Papua as being a hot spot for electoral violence among political opponents.  There is a history of 

electoral violence in Papua.  Otherwise, sectarian divides will create identity-based voting, but not 

necessary become violent.  Weak state capacity, in general, is also cited as a vulnerability factor. 

 

 

 

Other  
 

March 26-28, 2018    |Egypt    |Presidential  

  

The quantitative forecast shows the highest incidents-based probability is Non-State Actors against 

State Actors.  The prediction market shows a 39% fatalities-based probability and the highest 

probability of State Actors versus Non-State Actors.  Likely perpetrators are political forces 

opposed to the current regime and the responses to this opposition by security forces.  While 

Multiple Homicides’ probability is low, Violent Protest and Intimidation are slightly higher with 

the other types of incidents have low probabilities in keeping with the pattern forecast above.  The 

Post-Election Outcomes and Their Aftermath is forecast with the highest probability when 

electoral violence will occur, in reaction to election outcomes, followed by Polling Day(s).  Expert 

comments stress the marginalization and alienation that the government crackdown against 

opposition candidates and supporters is creating a tense political environment.  This could result 

in violent street demonstrations and repressive responses by security forces.  Additionally, 

terrorism remains a threat with the Sinai Peninsula cited as a hot spot.   

 

March 7, 2018  |Sierra Leone |Presidential      

  

The prediction market shows a 38% fatalities-based probability and State Actors versus Non-State 

Actors as the highest pattern of perpetration at 52%. Both probability factors reflect the forecast 

actions by state security forces and ruling party elites against campaign-affiliated violent groups. 

While the probability that Multiple Homicides will occur is moderate, less lethal forms of violence 

rate higher, incrementally upward, Property Damage or Destruction at 41% and Intimidation at 

38%. The Final Campaign Lap is identified as the highest probability when electoral violence will 

occur, with other phases ranging from a low on Polling Days(s) and slightly higher probabilities 

in the two post-election phases, more likely is electoral outcomes are disputed.  Experts comment 

that some low levels of electoral violence are anticipated such as intimidation and harassment.  

There is likely to be some loss of life, but not over ten fatalities.  The determination of the ruling 

All People’s Congress to hold onto power will also influence the level of violence.  

 

March 18, 2018  |Russia  |Presidential  

  

The quantitative forecast shows a 94% incidents-based probability of electoral violence by State 

Actors against Non-State Actors about even with the probability of Non-State Actors versus State 
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Actors.  The prediction market forecasts a 25% fatalities-based probability.  Electoral violence by 

State Actors against Non-State Actors and vice versa were both the highest probabilities.  Likely 

perpetrators include opposition street protesters being met with intense responses by state security 

forces to shut down these protests.  While Multiple Homicides probabilities were relatively low, 

other non-lethal incidents showed higher probabilities with Property Damage and Destruction, 

Intimidation, and Social Media Bullying, and Violence Protest all higher but remaining in the 

moderate range, suggesting that security forces and ruling party elites have identified tactics which 

maintain electoral control without resorting to loss of life.  The probability of incidents occurring 

in the pre-election and post-election phases were the highest, with Polling Day and Between 

Voting and Results slightly lower, but all phases in the moderate range. The pattern reflects the 

likelihood of protest emerging, in the -re-election stage to protest election fairness and the post-

election phases to protest outcomes.  Expert comments pointed to Putin’s repressive control over 

the elections and the likelihood that only small protests would be possible.  Electoral violence may 

be perpetrated by opposition groups and criminals with state security’s harsh responses.  Fatalities 

are possible, but not more than ten.   

 

 

 

ANNEX I:  Note on Integrated Forecasting Methodology 

 

The Integrated Forecast Summaries were developed from a review of the quantitative analysis 

performed for this project and the summary responses to the four prediction market questions as 

of the close of business on July 9, 2018.  The incidents-based probability factor is the highest 

probability shown in the quantitative narrative of the patterns of perpetration by State and Non-

State Actors.  The fatalities-based probability factor is the response to Question 1 in the Prediction 

market.  Electoral violence forecasts are not integrated if the data lacks a quantitative or Prediction 

market component or if the Prediction market has one forecaster or less. 

 

There is a statistical caveat which must be stated with respect to the overall number of prediction 

market forecast responses and the forecast summaries.  Overall, the number of responses must be 

considered as statistically low with the resulting impact on the summary forecasts for each 

question. In any case, post-election evaluations will be performed to assess the level of validity of 

the forecasts.  


